Arts 111 Performance Hall Specifications

1. Performance Hall seats 150.
2. No stage rise; stage is level with 1st row of house.
3. Three drape legs, main drape falls in front of main stage, proscenium has no drape. Proscenium is included with main stage to form a full performance area.
4. Floor is wood, with a marley cover.
5. A/V - DVD player, VHS deck, CD player, auxiliary inputs, computer, LCD Projector and projection screen are available and can be controlled from the stage or control room. Projection screen is motorized, 30 ft x 20 ft, and hangs approx. 4 ft in front of the main drape.
6. No fly or hang points in the theatre, small, light objects can be suspended from the lighting grid.
7. Lighting specifications can be provided upon request.
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